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Induced molecular dissociations as a radiation damage descriptor
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Abstract
We present a nanodosimeter software based on Monte Carlo, termed: Low Energy Particle Track
Simulation. For medical applications purposes, we propose bond breakings to describe the energy
deposited taking water as an example. This tool aims to improve current treatment planning approach
based on absorbed dose.
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Synopsis We present a nanodosimeter software based on Monte Carlo, termed: Low Energy Particle Track Simulation. For medical applications purposes, we propose bond breakings to describe the energy deposited taking
water as an example. This tool aims to improve current treatment planning approach based on absorbed dose.

Understanding how the physical interaction
of primary photons and electrons with biological media lead dose deposition is a fundamental
issue in radiation therapy and radiation protection [1]. The main goal of this research area is
to establish a clear relationship between the
macroscopic radiation damage and the molecular dissociation occurring at the nanoscale level.
Conventional dosimetry correlates irradiation
and biological damage through the amount of
energy deposited (Joules) by unit mass (kilograms) or absorbed dose (in Grays) [2]. Although this absorbed dose is the main quantity of
interest in treatment planning systems used in
clinics, this parameter suffers from two limitations [3]: the absorbed dose is solely based on
electronic ionization of the target neglecting
therefore phenomena such as electronic excitation and vibration as well as dissociative electron attachment; this quantity is a macroscopic
description of a nanoscopic processes and therefore cannot be complete even when considering
only ionizations due to charge particle non equilibrium.
As an example, every 1 MeV photon produces 4
104 secondary particles and most of them lie
below 70eV, hence their name Low Energy
Electrons (LEEs). It has been demonstrated that
those LEEs in dry and humid conditions, almost
at their thermalization energy can induce single
and double strand breaks [4]
Thus, these LEEs are highly relevant in order
to improve the quality of dose planning and dea,d
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livery in cancer patients. The main goal of radiation therapy is to spare the healthy sensitive
tissues while irradiating the tumor exclusively.
In order to overcome these drawbacks,
we come up with novel dosimeter software
based Monte Carlo termed: Low Energy Particle
Track
Simulation.
The
LEPTS
nanodosimeter provides deep insights of the
dose deposition in the region of interest by considering all channels leading to bond breaking
of biomolecules. Therefore, we aim to shift traditional concept of clinical dosimetry based on
absorbed dose to a new descriptor, namely molecular dissociation nanophysics driven. We
will present in silico experiment of dose prediction in water tissue equivalent media and hydrated prymidine, an analog of DNA constituent. The underlying physics, in the MC-LEPTS
dosimeter prediction, driven by reliable atomic
and molecular cross section data will be also
presented.
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